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Abstract
A partial information algorithm for a language A computes for m input words (x1, . . . , xm) a set
of bitstrings containing A(x1, . . . , xm). For a family D of sets of bitstrings of length m, A ∈ P[D]
if there is a polynomial time partial information algorithm that always outputs a set from D. For the
case m = 2 we investigate whether for families D1 and D2 the languages in P[D1] are reducible to
languages in PX[D2] for someX in the PolynomialHierarchy PHor in EXP. Several non-reducibilities
follow from known structural properties of classes P[D]. Beigel et al. [Membership comparable and p-
selective sets, Technical Report 2002-006N, NEC Research Institute, 2002] showed non-reducibility
from strongly 2-membership comparable languages to p-selective languages. They also showed one
query (1-tt, for short) reducibility from 2-cheatable languages to p-selective languages. A proof of
Tantau [Combinatorial representations of partial information classes and their truth-table closures,
Master’s Thesis, TU Berlin, Germany, 1999] yields a 1-tt reducibility from 2-cheatable languages to
languages in P
p
2 [MIN2]. We achieve results for all remaining non-trivial pairs of classes P[D] for
m= 2. Our positive results all show 1-tt reducibilities. Our negative results even hold if the reducing
machines as well as the partial information algorithms for the languages we try to reduce to have
access to oracles in EXP. We show:
1. The 2-cheatable languages are 1-tt p2-reducible to languages in 
p
2[MIN2].
2. Languages in P[SEL2 ∪ {xor2}] are 1-tt p2-reducible to 
p
2-selective languages.
A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the 29th International Symposium on
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science (MFCS) [4].
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3. The easily 2-countable languages are 1-tt p3-reducible to 
p
3-strongly-2-membership-comparable
languages.
4. The 2-membership comparable languages are 1-tt E-reducible to E-strongly-2-membership-
comparable languages.
5. There are easily 2-countable languages which are not Turing EXP-reducible to languages in
EXP[BOTTOM2].
6. There are languages in P[BOTTOM2]which are not 1-tt EXP-reducible to EXP-selective languages.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
If a language A is not decidable in polynomial time, there may still exist a polynomial
time partial information algorithm for A. For a tuple of input words (x1, . . . , xm) such an
algorithm computes some partial information on membership of these words in A.
The best known class of languages with partial information algorithms is the class of
p-selective languages (due to [25], see [13]). A language A is p-selective if there is a
polynomial time algorithm that acts as follows: On input of two words x1, x2 it outputs a
y ∈ {x1, x2}, and if at least one of x1, x2 is inA, then y is inA. Another prominent example
is membership comparable languages (due to [1,10]). For a positive integer m a language
A is m-membership-comparable if there is a polynomial time algorithm that on input of m
words x1, . . . , xm outputs a bitstring b ∈ {0, 1}m with A(x1, . . . , xm) 	= b.
The paradigm of a partial information computation is as follows: The algorithm computes
a set D {0, 1}m of possible values for A(x1, . . . , xm), where D is from a set D (called
an m-family) which speciﬁes the type of partial information to be computed. A general
theory for polynomial time D-verboseness was developed in [19,21]. For a recent survey
on partial information see [23]. Besides p-selectivity and membership comparability many
other speciﬁc types of partial information have been studied, such as cheatability, strong
membership comparability, frequency computations, easily countable languages, multi-
selectivity, or sortability (for detailed deﬁnitions see e.g. [5,1,2,7,8,12,14,15]).
Reducibilities are a major tool in studying partial information classes. Three important
questions arise in this respect:
First, are standard complexity classes contained in the reducibility closure of partial
information classes? The most important results here are: (1) The closure under polynomial
time Turing reductions of the class of p-selective languages equals P/poly [25,16]. (2)
If, for some m and  > 0, NP is in the closure of the m-approximable languages under
n(1/(m−1))−-tt reductions, then P = NP [8,24].
Second, howare different reducibility closures of a givenpartial information class related?
Is the class closed under a reducibility? Important results in this respect are: (1) P-sel is
closed under positive Turing reductions [9]. (2) The class ofm-cheatable languages is closed
under Turing reductions [5]. (3) The classes of m-cheatable languages are the only non-
trivial classes P[D] that are closed under 2-tt reductions [22]. (4) The reduction closures of
P-sel under k-tt reductions for growing k form a proper hierarchy [11].
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Third, can a given reducibility link two given partial information classes? Are all
languages in one class reducible to some appropriate language in the other class.
Here we address this third question. Not too much has been known about it for many
years, even for the restricted (and maybe most interesting) case of the 12 polynomial time
partial information classes for m = 2. Non-trivial positive results (showing the existence
of a reducibility) were not known. There were some non-trivial negative results obtained as
corollaries from other results such as closure of certain classes under certain reductions or
the fact that some classes contain undecidable languages while others do not.
The situation changed when, in 2002, Beigel, Fortnow, and Pavan [6] came up with two
new results form = 2, a negative and a positive one. (For the deﬁnitions of following partial
information classes see Section 2.) For the negative result, a 2-membership comparable
languageAwas constructed that is not bounded truth table (btt) reducible to any p-selective
language. Inspection of the diagonalization proof given shows that A even is in P[SEL2 ∪
BOTTOM2]. For the positive result, it was proved that, if P = NP, every 2-cheatable language
is 1-tt reducible to a p-selective set. The assumption P = NP is needed because the reduction
uses a p2-oracle. Another positive result turned out to be implicitly shown by Tantau; he
proved a relation of 2-cheatable languages to languages in PSPACE[MIN2], which yields
the following reducibility result:
It turned out that already in [26] a certain relation of 2-cheatable languages to languages
in PSPACE[MIN2] had been established, the proof of which yields the following reducibility
result: every 2-cheatable language is 1-tt p3-reducible to a language in 
p
3[MIN2].
These results motivated us to develop similar negative or positive results for all remain-
ing pairs of 2-families. We do so for one-query (or 1-tt) reductions. This is the simplest
reducibility for which partial information classes are not necessarily closed. Moreover, both
known positive results are in terms of one-query reducibilities.We treat the case of two input
words (m = 2) because this is the simplest non-trivial case. We can prove the existence or
non-existence of a one-query reducibility for all pairs of 2-families for which the question
was open up to now. This means that the question of one-query reducibilities is solved for
m = 2, at least if one does not try to determine the exact computational resource that is
needed to perform such reductions. The problem remains open for m3. In our opinion,
a general combinatorial characterization of m-families for which a one-query reducibility
exists seems to be out of reach.
We give an overview on our results and some comments that seem appropriate: in our
positive results the constructed 1-tt reductions differ in the amount of computational power
they require. In three cases these reductions need polynomial time with access to an oracle
from PH, the polynomial hierarchy. We improve the result of [26] by lowering the level of
the Polynomial Hierarchy that is needed fromp2 to NP. Our positive results in general have
a drawback compared to [6] insofar as our partial information algorithm must have access
to the same oracle as the reduction. On the other hand, our reduction relating cheatability
and selectivity only needs access to an NP-oracle instead of an oracle from p2. In the fourth
case the 1-tt reduction and the partial information algorithm constructed even need access
to an oracle from the class E.
Our ﬁrst negative result says that there are easily 2-countable languages which are not
Turing EXP-reducible to languages in EXP[BOTTOM2]. The second says that there are
languages in P[BOTTOM2] which are not 1-tt EXP-reducible to EXP-selective languages.
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Note that we allow exponential time as resource bound for the reductions and for the
partial information algorithms for the language we reduce to. We do so, since our positive
results require PH-oracles or exponential time, and we want to be on the safe side so that
in the negative case such reductions are impossible. We could prove our negative results
for even larger resource bounds, but that would give no additional insight. Also note that
the negative results are for different reduction types (1-tt and Turing) which reﬂects the
completely different proof techniques.
In Section 2 we give deﬁnitions and basic facts concerning partial information classes.
In Section 3 we study positive results for reductions between partial information classes.
Negative results are given in Section 4. In Section 5 we present a ﬁgure that gives an
overview of the results obtained. Furthermore, we give an outlook on open problems and
possible future work.
2. Basic deﬁnitions and facts on partial information classes
In this section we at ﬁrst give an overview on notations and concepts of complexity theory
used in this paper. After that we give an introduction to partial information classes.
2.1. Complexity theory
Languages,bitstrings. Languages are subsets of∗ = {0, 1}∗. The characteristic function
A:
∗ → {0, 1} for a languageA is deﬁned by A(x) = 1 ⇔ x ∈ A.We extend A to tuples
by A(x1, . . . , xm) := A(x1) · · · A(xm). A denotes the complement of A. #1(b) denoted
the number of 1’s in a bitstring b, b[i] is the ith bit of b, and b[i1, . . . , ik] := b[i1] · · · b[ik].
We extend this to sets of bitstrings by D[i1, . . . , ik] := {b[i1, . . . , ik] | b ∈ D}. Addition
modulo 2 is denoted by ⊕ and is extended to tuples by component-wise addition. We use
the standard ordering on ∗ (denoted by x < y if x precedes y), i.e. we order by length
ﬁrst, words of the same length are ordered lexicographically.
Complexity classes. Languages in EXP are decidable by deterministic Turing machines
with time bound O(2nk ) for some k ∈ N; languages in E are decidable in linear exponential
time, i.e. in time O(2cn) for some c ∈ N. Function classes are marked by the preﬁx ‘F’. The
class FP for example is the class of functions which can be computed in polynomial time.
The levels of the Polynomial Hierarchy (PH) are deﬁned inductively with deterministic
and nondeterministic oracle Turing machines: p1 := NP, pi+1 := NP
p
i , pi+1 := P
p
i
.
We make use of the characterization of the levels of PH by formulas with alternating
quantiﬁers.
Reductions. We distinguish polynomial time adaptive (or Turing) reductions and non-
adaptive (or truth table) reductions deﬁned as usual. Most results of this paper are in terms
of reductions where at most one query is posed to the oracle. For these reductions there is no
difference between adaptive and non-adaptive querying. We will call these reductions 1-tt
reductions. Moreover, to increase the computational power, our reducing machines have
additional (adaptive) access to a further oracle. For example, a language A is 1-tt pi - (or
1-tt EXP-)reducible if A is 1-tt reducible to B and (besides B) the reducing machine has
access to a further pi - (or EXP-)complete set. It is important to distinguish these two types
of oracles.
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2.2. Partial information classes
We now introduce the concept of partial information classes. We state facts from [20].
Deﬁnition 1 (Pool, family, partial information class). Let m1. A non-empty set D ⊆
{0, 1}m is called an m-pool.
(1) A set D = {D1, . . . , Dr} of m-pools is called an m-family if
(a) D covers {0, 1}m, that is, ⋃ri=1Di = {0, 1}m, and
(b) D is closed under subsets, that is, D1 ∈ D and D2 ⊆ D1 implies D2 ∈ D.
(2) For anm-familyD, a languageA is in P[D] iff there is an f ∈ FP (called a partial infor-
mation function) such that f (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ D and A(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ f (x1, . . . , xm)
for all x1, . . . , xm.
This deﬁnition can easily be adapted to other resource bounds like deterministic exponen-
tial time or the i-levels of PH, yielding classes EXP[D] or pi [D]. The class pi [D] for
example is the class of languages for which there is a partial information function from Fpi
which computes some partial information ofD in polynomial time with access to an oracle
from pi−1.
In some of the proofs of this paper we have to extend partial information functions to a
higher number of input words. Suppose f is a partial information function which takes m
input words. The extension of f to l input words for some l > m is done by computing f
for any m-size subset of the input words and combining the resulting pools:
f (x1, . . . , xl) := {b | |b| = l,∀i1, . . . , im b[i1, . . . , im] ∈ f (xi1 , . . . , xim)}.
Deﬁnition 2 (Operations on bitstrings, normal form).
(1) For b ∈ {0, 1}m and a permutation  on {1, . . . , m} we deﬁne (b) := b[(1)] · · ·
b
[
(m)
]
.
(2) For b ∈ {0, 1}m, i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and c ∈ {0, 1} we deﬁne projections ci by ci (b):= b[1] · · · b[i − 1] c b[i + 1] · · · b[m].
(3) For b ∈ {0, 1}m, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m} we deﬁne replacement operations i,j by i,j (b)
:= b′ where b′[k] := b[k] for k 	= j and b′[j ] := b[i].
(4) For b ∈ {0, 1}m and i ∈ {1, . . . , m} we deﬁne bit-ﬂip operations ﬂipi by ﬂipi (b)
:= b[1] · · · b[i − 1](b[i] ⊕ 1)b[i + 1] · · · b[m].
Multiple bit-ﬂip operations on positions i1, . . . , ij are denoted by ﬂipi1,...,ij (b).
(5) We extend these operations to pools by (D) := {(b) | b ∈ D} and to families by
(D) := {(D) | D ∈ D}.
(6) An m-family D is said to be closed under an operation  if (D) ⊆ D.
(7) An m-family D is in in normal form if it is closed under all permutations, projections,
and replacements deﬁned on strings of length m.
Families have unique normal forms (Fact 3(1)). The inclusion of classes corresponds
to the inclusion of families (Fact 3(2)). An inspection of the ‘only if’ part of the proof of
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Fact 3.2 in [20] shows that one can construct (by diagonalization) languages in P[E] that
even have no exponential time partial information algorithm yielding pools from D. This
yields Fact 3(3).
Fact 3 (Normal form, inclusion of classes and families).
(1) For everym-familyD there is a uniquem-familyD′ in normal formwith P[D] = P[D′].
(2) For all m-families D and E in normal form we have P[D] ⊆ P[E] iff D ⊆ E.
(3) LetD and E bem-families in normal form such that E 	⊆ D. Then there are languages
in P[E] \ EXP[D].
Upward translation describes a method to ‘translate’ m-families to l-families for l > m
which deﬁne the same partial information class (Fact 6(2)). Upward translation preserves
normal forms (Fact 6(1)).
Deﬁnition 4 (Upward translation). LetD be anm-family andm < l. The l-family Dl :=
{D ⊆ {0, 1}l | ∀i1 < · · · < im:D[i1, . . . , im] ∈ D} is called the upward translation of D
to l.
A set of m-pools generates an m-family which by deﬁnition is in normal form. Bit-ﬂip
closure implies 1-tt-closure (Fact 6(3)):
Deﬁnition 5 (Generated family, closure under bit-ﬂip).
(1) For a set ofm-poolsD deﬁne 〈D〉, the family generated byD, as the minimalm-family
D′ in normal form with D ⊆ D′.
(2) For a set of m-pools D deﬁne 〈D〉ﬂip, the bit-ﬂip closure of D, as the minimal family
D′ in normal form withD ⊆ D′ which is closed under bit-ﬂip operations ﬂipi for every
i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Fact 6 (Upward translation, bit-ﬂip closure implies 1-tt-closure). For an m-family D and
m < l we have:
(1) If D is in normal form, then Dl is in normal form.
(2) P[D] = P[Dl], EXP[D] = EXP[Dl], pi [D] = pi [Dl] for all i ∈ N.
(3) The classes P[D] (resp. EXP[D]) are closed under 1-tt polynomial time (resp. expo-
nential time) reductions iff D is closed under bit-ﬂip.
We next give names and informal descriptions to crucial 2-pools. Then we deﬁne all
2-families in normal form as families generated by these pools.
Deﬁnition 7.
(1) equ2 := {00, 11} The words are equivalent w.r.t. membership in A.
(2) xor2 := {01, 10} Exactly one of the words is in A.
(3) sel2 := {00, 01, 11} If the ﬁrst word is in A, then also the second.
(4) co-sel2 := {00, 10, 11} If the second word is in A, then also the ﬁrst.
(5) bottom2 := {00, 01, 10} At most one word is in A.
(6) top2 := {01, 10, 11} At least one word is in A.
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Fig. 1. The inclusion structure of the 12 families for m = 2 in normal form.
Deﬁnition 8.
(1) k-SIZE2 = {D | |D|k},
(2) MIN2 =
〈
equ2
〉
,
(3) BOTTOM2 = 〈bottom2〉,
(4) SEL2 = 〈sel2〉,
(5) TOP2 =
〈
top2
〉
,
(6) 2-CARD2 =
〈
bottom2, top2
〉
.
• Languages in P[2-SIZE2] are called 2-cheatable (in [5] they are called 1-cheatable, mo-
tivated by the fact that only one oracle query is needed to decide membership in the
language for two (or more) input words).
• Languages in P[SEL2] are called p-selective.
• Languages in P[2-CARD2] are called easily 2-countable, motivated by the fact that only
one oracle query is needed to determine for two input words how many of them are in
the language.
• Languages in P[3-SIZE2] are called 2-approximable (or 2-membership comparable).
• Languages in P[SEL2 ∪ BOTTOM2] are called strongly 2-membership comparable lan-
guages (introduced in [17]), in [6] they are called ‘tree-selective’.
• Languages in P[TOP2] are complements of languages in P[BOTTOM2].
• Languages in P[SEL2 ∪ TOP2] are complements of languages in P[SEL2 ∪ BOTTOM2].
Fig.1 shows the inclusion hierarchy of the 12 partial information classes over 2-families.
3. Positive results
In this section we present positive results, which means that we prove the existence
of reducibilities between pairs of partial information classes. We restrict ourselves to 1-tt
reducibilities.
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3.1. Previously known results
We ﬁrst list the positive results that are already known:
Fact 9 (Known positive results).
(1) A ∈ P[TOP2] iff A ∈ P[BOTTOM2].
(2) A ∈ P[SEL2 ∪ TOP2] iff A ∈ P[SEL2 ∪ BOTTOM2].
(3) Every A ∈ P[CHEAT2] is 1-tt p3-reducible to some B ∈ P[SEL2] [6].
(4) Every A ∈ P[CHEAT2] is 1-tt p3-reducible to some B ∈ p3[MIN2] [26].
For the two pairs of 2-families for which one class contains the complements of languages of
the other class there obviously is a trivial mutual 1-tt reducibility. We will improve Fact 9(4)
to p2-reductions in Theorem 1.
3.2. Removal of the xor2-pool
The following two theorems are proven with the same technique. It is described in the
proof of Lemma 1 which states that we can reduce from a class P[D] deﬁned by a family
D containing xor2 as a maximal pool to a class deﬁned by D \ {xor2}.
Theorem 1 (Reduction from CHEAT2 toMIN2). For every A∈P[CHEAT2] there is a lan-
guage B such that:
• B ∈ p2[MIN2],
• A is 1-tt p2-reducible to B, and
• B is 1-tt p2-reducible to A.
Theorem 2 (Reduction from SEL2 ∪ {xor2} to SEL2). For every A ∈ P[SEL2 ∪ {xor2}]
there is a language B such that:
• B ∈ p2[SEL2],
• A is 1-tt p2-reducible to B, and
• B is 1-tt p2-reducible to A.
Lemma 1 (Removal of the xor2-pool). LetD be a 2-family in normal form containing xor2
as a maximal pool. Every A ∈ P[D] is 1-tt p2-reducible to some language B ∈ p2[D \
{xor2}], where B ∈ PNP,A.
Proof. Suppose A ∈ P[D] via a function f ∈ FP. For every x ∈ ∗ deﬁne a set R(x) of
words below x to which, informally, x is connected by a chain of xor’s of length at most
two; deﬁne rx as the minimum of R(x):
• R1(x) := {y | yx ∧ f (x, y) = xor2}.
• R2(x) := {y | yx ∧ ∃z, zx. f (x, z) = xor2 ∧ f (z, y) = xor2}.
• R(x) := {x} ∪ R1(x) ∪ R2(x) and rx := minR(x).
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The properties ‘y ∈ R(x)’ and ‘∃r, rz. r ∈ R(x)’ are NP-properties. Hence, on input
x, rx can be computed via binary search in polynomial time with access to an NP oracle.
Deﬁne a language B by B(x) := A(rx). Because rx can be computed with the help of an
NP oracle, we have B ∈ PNP,A.
Why is A 1-tt reducible to B? We show how to compute A(x): First compute rx using
the NP oracle. Check, which of the cases x = rx , x ∈ R1(x), or x ∈ R2(x) holds. Compute
B(x) by queryingB. If x = rx or x ∈ R2(x), then A(x) = A(rx) = B(x). If x ∈ R1(x),
then A(x) = A(rx)⊕ 1 = B(x)⊕ 1. This also shows that B is 1-tt reducible to A.
Why is B ∈ p2[D \ {xor2}]? We exhibit an algorithm that computes a function fB for
B. On input (x, y) a pool D = fB(x, y) has to be produced such that B(x, y) ∈ D and
D ∈ D butD 	= xor2. By deﬁnition of B, B(x, y) = A(rx, ry). Hence a pool for (rx, ry)
with respect to A has to be found. First, compute rx and ry with the help of an NP oracle.
If rx = ry , output the equivalence pool equ2. This pool is in D since D contains xor2, and
equ2 is in every 2-family in normal form that contains some pool of size 2. If rx 	= ry ,
w.l.o.g. say rx < ry , compute f (rx, ry). If f (rx, ry) 	= xor2, just take this pool as output.
If f (rx, ry) = xor2, then it must be the case that ry ∈ R2(y), because otherwise rx would
be in R(y) and ry would not be minimal in R(y). Hence A(y) = A(ry). Now compute
f (rx, y) and output this pool. f (rx, y) is a pool for (rx, ry) and f (rx, y) 	= xor2, because
otherwise rx would be in R(y), again a contradiction.
Because f ∈ FP, the algorithm runs in polynomial time except for the use of the NP
oracle to compute rx and ry . 
3.3. Removal of the top2-pool
We now turn to families which contain the pool top2. The proofs of the following two re-
ducibility results are based on the idea of avoiding the top2-pool by ﬂippingmembership for
a word x, if necessary, when changing from the languageA to the language B constructed.
The following diagram shows how the 2-pools of size 3 behave when a ﬂip operation
is applied to the ﬁrst or second bit position. Note that if we apply a ﬂip operation on one
position of top2, we cannot restore top2 by a ﬂip on the other position.
Theorem 3 (Reduction from 2−CARD2 to SEL2∪BOTTOM2). For everyA∈P[2-CARD2]
there is a language B such that:
• B ∈ p3[SEL2 ∪ BOTTOM2],
• A is 1-tt p3 to B, and
• B is 1-tt p3 to A.
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Proof. Let A ∈ P[2-CARD2] via fA ∈ FP, such that fA only outputs maximal pools from
2-CARD2, i.e. equ2, bottom2 or top2. To deﬁne a language B ∈ p3[SEL2 ∪ BOTTOM2], for
every word x we deﬁne a bit bx ∈ {0, 1} and set B(x) = bx ⊕ A(x). So choosing bx = 0
means that x ∈ B iff x ∈ A, and bx = 1 means x ∈ B iff x /∈ A. Deﬁne
bx :=
{
0 if ∀y < x ∃z < x fA(x, y, z)[1, 2] 	= top2,
1 otherwise.
To determine A(x) it sufﬁces to know bx and B(x). But bx is deﬁned by a	
p
2 property.
Hence A is 1-tt p3-reducible to B, and for the same reason B is 1-tt 
p
3-reducible to A.
It remains to show thatB ∈ p3[SEL2∪BOTTOM2]. We exhibit an algorithm that computes
a function fB for B. On input x1, x2 with x1 > x2 compute fA(x1, x2). Compute bx1 and
bx2 ; each of these two bits can be determined with one query to a 	
p
2 oracle. Compute the
maximal pool D such that for all z < x D ⊆ fA(x1, x2, z)[1, 2]. This can be done with a
constant number of queries to a p2 oracle. Consider DB := (bx1 , bx2)⊕D. We know that
B(x1, x2) ∈ DB . If DB 	= top2, output DB . It remains the case DB = top2. By checking
the behaviour of the pools bottom2 and top2 under bitﬂip, and by the deﬁnition of bx1 , this
can only occur if bx1 = 1. But then we must have bx2 = 1 and fA(x1, x2) = bottom2.
Because bx1 = 1, there are y < x1 such that
∀z < x1 fA(x1, y, z)[1, 2] = top2. (*)
For such words y, since fA(x1, x2) = bottom2, we have y 	= x2. Consider possible values
for fA(y, x2):
(1) Assume fA(y, x2) = top2. Combining this with fA(x1, y) = top2 and fA(x1, x2)
= bottom2 we would get the information that y ∈ A and thus f (x1, y, x2)[1, 2]
⊆ {00, 01}. This contradicts condition (*).
(2) If fA(y, x2) = bottom2, then combining this with fA(x1, y) = top2 and fA(x1, x2)
= bottom2 we know x2 /∈ A. We can output (bx1 , bx2)⊕ {00, 10} = {11, 01}.
(3) If fA(y, x2) = equ2, then combining this with fA(x1, y) = top2 and fA(x1, x2)
= bottom2 we know that A(x1, x2) ∈ equ2. Output (bx1 , bx2)⊕ equ2 = equ2.
These considerations show that if DB = top2 we need one further p2 oracle query,
namely
∃y < x1 [(∀z < x1 f (x1, y, z)[1, 2] = top2) ∧ fA(y, x2) = bottom2]
to decide whether case 2 or case 3 applies. 
The proof of the next result is also based on the idea of avoiding the top2-pool by ﬂipping
membership for a word x, if necessary, when changing from A to B. But to decide whether
one has to ﬂip or not, an exponential time oracle is needed.
Theorem 4 (Reduction from 3-SIZE2 to SEL2 ∪ BOTTOM2). For every A ∈ P[3-SIZE2]
there is a language B such that:
• B ∈ E[SEL2 ∪ BOTTOM2],
• A is 1-tt PE-reducible to B, and
• B is 1-tt PE-reducible to A.
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Proof. Let A ∈ P[3-SIZE2] via a function fA ∈ FP, such that fA only outputs maximal
pools from 3-SIZE2, i.e. sel2, co-sel2, bottom2, or top2. To deﬁne a language B ∈ E[SEL2 ∪
BOTTOM2], we deﬁne for every word x a bit bx ∈ {0, 1}, and we set B(x) = bx ⊕ A(x).
So choosing bx = 0 means that x ∈ B iff x ∈ A, and bx = 1 means x ∈ B iff x /∈ A. We
will deﬁne for all x along the standard ordering on ∗ the value bx and simultaneously the
values of fB(x, y) for all y < x.
For the purposes of this proof we deﬁne functions fA,B and fA,B,B on pairs (x, y) with
x > y, respectively, on triples (x, y, z) with x > y and x > z.
We set fA,B(x, y) := (0, by)⊕ fA(x, y) and fA,B,B(x, y, z) :=
{b | |b| = 3, b[1, 2] ∈ fA,B(x, y), b[1, 3] ∈ fA,B(x, z), and b[2, 3] ∈ fB(y, z)}.
Note that A(x)B(y) ∈ fA,B(x, y) and A(x)B(y, z) ∈ fA,B,B(x, y, z) for all (x, y, z).
We are now ready to deﬁne bx :
bx :=
{
0 if ∀y < x ∃z < x fA,B,B(x, y, z)[1, 2] 	= top2,
1 otherwise.
For a Turing machine that has access to a list of the values by for y < x and a list of the
values fB(y, z) for y, z < x it takes only linear exponential time in |x| to compute bx .
We show that B ∈ E[SEL2 ∪BOTTOM2]. We exhibit an algorithm that computes a partial
information function fB for B. On input x1, x2 with x1 > x2, compute the list of values
by for yx1 and the list of values fB(y, z) for y, z < x1. Compute the maximal pool D
such thatD ⊆ fA,B,B(x1, x2, z)[1, 2] for all z < x1. If a list of values by for y < x1 and of
values fB(y, z) for y, z < x1 already has been computed, this computational step can be
done in time linear exponential in |x1|.
Consider DB := (bx1 , 0) ⊕ D. We know that B(x1, x2) ∈ DB . If DB 	= top2, output
DB . It remains the caseDB = top2. If bx1 = 0, then by the deﬁnition of bx1 we would have
D 	= top2 and thus DB 	= top2. Therefore bx1 = 1, and there are y < x1 such that
∀z < x1 fA,B,B(x1, y, z)[1, 2] = top2. (*)
Let y0 be such a word. In particular, we then have B(x1, y0) ∈ (bx1 , 0)⊕ top2 = sel2. If
x2 = y0, this would imply D = top2 and hence DB 	= top2, a contradiction. Therefore we
have x2 	= y0. Look up fB(y0, x2). Since fB(y0, x2) 	= top2, three possibilities remain:
(1) If fB(y0, x2) = co-sel2, we obtain the information that y0 is in B, and thus obtain a
contradiction to condition (*).
(2) If fB(y0, x2) = sel2, then x1 ∈ B implies x2 ∈ B. Therefore B(x1, x2) ∈ sel2∩top2 =
{01, 11}. Because we want fB to output maximal pools, output fB(x1, x2) = sel2.
(3) If fB(y0, x2) = bottom2, then x1 ∈ A implies y0 ∈ A which implies x2 /∈ A. On the
other hand, x2 /∈ A implies x1 ∈ A. Hence x1 ∈ A iff x2 /∈ A, i.e. B(x1, x2) ∈ xor2.
Because we want fB to output maximal pools, output fB(x1, x2)bottom2.
For a Turing machine that has access to a list of the values by for y < x1 and a list of
the values fB(y, z) for y, z < x1 it takes only linear exponential time in |x1| to compute
fB(x1, x2) for some x2 < x1. It also takes only linear exponential time to add the values
fB(x1, x2) to the given list for all x2 < x1.
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It follows that on input x bx and on input (x1, x2) fB(x1, x2) are computable in linear
exponential time.
Since A(x) = bx ⊕ B(x), A is 1-tt PE-reducible to B, and vice versa. 
4. Negative results
In this section we present negative results. This means that we prove the non-existence
of reducibilities between pairs of partial information classes.
4.1. Previously known results
We ﬁrst list the negative results that are already known:
Fact 10 (Known negative results).
(1) There is an A ∈ P[MIN2] which is not Turing PEXP-reducible to any B ∈ EXP [21].
(2) There is an A ∈ P[BOTTOM2] which is not Turing PEXP-reducible to any B ∈ EXP
[CHEAT2] [5].
(3) There is an A∈P[SEL2] which is not Turing PEXP - reducible to any B ∈EXP
[2-CARD2] [25,18].
(4) There is anA ∈ P[4-SIZE2]which is notTuringPEXP-reducible to anyB ∈EXP[3-SIZE2]
[2].
(5) There is an A ∈ P[SEL2 ∪ BOTTOM2] which is not bounded truth table PEXP-reducible
to any B ∈ EXP[SEL2] [6].
Results (1) and (2) hold because the partial information classes P and P[CHEAT2] are
closed under Turing reductions (and this property is robust under relativization with EXP-
oracles). Result (3) holds because there are undecidable p-selective languages, but easily
countable languages are decidable byKummer’sCardinalityTheorem.Result (4) holds since
P[4-SIZE2] contains all languages, but non-trivial partial information classes can be decided
with polynomial advice; and this property is robust under Turing reductions. Result (5)
seems to need a proof especially designed for it. In [6] a languageA ∈ P[SEL2∪BOTTOM2]
with the desired property is constructed via a rather intricate diagonalization.
4.2. Non-reducibility due to bi-immunity-properties
Next we will show that there is no reducibility from 2-CARD2 to BOTTOM2. For this
we use the structural property of bi-immunity. For a complexity class C a language A is
C-bi-immune if neither A nor A contains an inﬁnite subset B ∈ C. In [21] it is shown that
P[2-CARD2] contains P-bi-immune languages. The diagonalization technique used to prove
this also works to construct a language that is EXP-bi-immune. Hence we get:
Fact 11 (Bi-immunity). P[2-CARD2] contains EXP-bi-immune languages.
In [21] it is also shown that P[BOTTOM2] does not contain P-bi-immune languages.
We extend this result by proving that the reduction closure of EXP[BOTTOM2] under
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Turing PEXP-reductions does not contain EXP-bi-immune languages. The proof technique
for Theorem 5 is an extension of a technique applied in [21].
Theorem 5 (BOTTOM2 and bi-immunity). Let A and B be languages, let X be some
oracle language. If A is truth table PX-reducible to B and B ∈ PX[BOTTOM2], then A is
not PX-bi-immune.
Proof. Let f ∈ FPX be a function that witnesses B ∈ PX[BOTTOM2]. Then B(x, y) ∈
f (x, y) for all x, y ∈ ∗. We may assume w.l.o.g. that f (x, y) ∈ {bottom2, equ2, {10, 11},
{01, 11}}. Let A be truth table reducible to B via a Turing machine Mred which runs in
polynomial time and has access to the oracleX.Mred computes on input x, |x| = n, queries
q1x , . . . , q
lx
x , and given B(q1x , . . . , q
lx
x ), it computes A(x).
We construct a set I ⊆ ∗, such that I is inﬁnite, I ∈ PX, and I ⊆ A or I ⊆ A. Moreover,
I will be a subset of {1}∗ = {1n | n ∈ N}.
Let qn1 , . . . , q
n
ln
be the queries thatM poses to oracle B on input 1n. LetQ := {qni | n ∈
N, 1 i ln} be the set of all queries. There is an induced ordering  on Q: qni qmj iff
n < m or n = m and ij . Let wk be the kth word of Q in this ordering. It might happen
that wk = wm for some k 	= m but this is not harmful in the following.
We present a procedure that stepwise for each k divides {wl | lk} into a system of
disjoint ﬁnite sets of words INk,OUTk, Sk,1, . . . , Sk,rk such that after each step:
• INk ∪ OUTk ∪⋃1 i rk Sk,i = {wl | lk}.
• INk ⊆ B, OUTk ⊆ B.
• For every i, 1 irk , Sk,i ⊆ B or Sk,i ⊆ B.
• For at most one i, 1 irk , Sk,i ⊆ B.
Start with r0 = 0, IN0 = OUT0 = ∅. Now suppose that the construction has been
accomplished up to k − 1. The query wk has to be added to the system of sets. Compute
f (wk,wm) for every wm ∈ ⋃1 i rk−1 Sk−1,i . Four cases can occur:(1) For some wm, f (wk,wm) = {10, 11}. This implies wk ∈ B. Set INk = INk−1 ∪ {wk}
and leave the other sets unchanged, i.e. OUTk = OUTk−1, rk = rk−1, and Sk,i = Sk−1,i
for 1 irk .
(2) Not Case 1, and f (wk,wm) = {01, 11} for some wm. This implies wm ∈ B. If, say,
wm ∈ Sk−1,j , this also implies Sk−1,j ⊆ B. Therefore set OUTk = OUTk−1 ∪ Sk−1,j ,
INk = INk−1 ∪⋃i 	=j Sk−1,i . Set rk = 1 and Sk,1 = {wk}.
(3) Not Case 1 or 2, and f (wk,wm) = equ2 for some m. Say, wm ∈ Sk−1,j . Then add wk
to this set; i.e. Sk,j = Sk−1,j ∪ {wk}, INk = INk−1, OUTk = OUTk−1, rk = rk−1, and
Sk,i = Sk−1,i for i 	= j .
(4) Not Case 1, 2, or 3. This means f (wk,wm) = bottom2 for all wm. Add {wk} as a
new set; i.e. rk = rk−1 + 1, Sk,rk = {wk}, INk = INk−1, OUTk = OUTk−1, and
Sk,i = Sk−1,i for 1 irk−1.
Nowwe deﬁne I depending onwhether Case 2 occurs inﬁnitely often in the above procedure
or not.
Case A: Case 2 occurs inﬁnitely often. Deﬁne Case2 := {1n | Case 2 occurs for some
query qn+1i }. Then Case2 is inﬁnite. For words in Case2 membership in A can be de-
cided with access to oracle X as follows. On input 1n generate all queries asked by Mred
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on words 1r for rn + 1. Execute the procedure until Case 2 occurs for some query
qn+1i . Then the answer to all oracle queries on input 1n are known. The simulation of
Mred with these answers yields A(1n). Take I := Case2 ∩ A, if this is inﬁnite; else take
I := Case2 ∩ A.
Case B: Case 2 occurs only ﬁnitely often. Then after the last occurrence of Case 2 the
sets Sk,i for ﬁxed i, when once initialized, are never dissolved into IN or OUT for growing
k. For simplicity we assume that Case 2 does not occur at all. Deﬁne Si = ⋃k Sk,i . For at
most one i, say i0, we have Si ⊆ B. Then for all wk it is easy to decide whether they are in
B or in B. If in step k Case 1 occurs, then wk ∈ B. If in step k Case 3 or Case 4 occurs and
wk is put into Si0 , then wk ∈ B. Else in step k Case 3 or Case 4 occurs and wk is put into Si
for some i 	= i0. This means wk /∈ B. For input x all queries ofMred to oracle B on input
x can be decided with access to oracle X. Set I := {1n | x ∈ A}, if this set is inﬁnite. Else
set I := {1n | x /∈ A}.
Note that on input 1n the procedure that constructs the system of sets can be exe-
cuted in polynomial time (with access to oracle X) up to step k that corresponds to
query qnln (or up to query q
n+1
ln+1 ). Therefore in Case A as well as in Case B we have
I ∈ PX. 
The followingFact 12 is shown in [7]. They even show this collapse for all easily countable
languages.
Fact 12 (Turing implies truth table reducibility for BOTTOM2). LetA,B,X be languages.
IfA isTuringPX-reducible toB andB is inPX[BOTTOM2], thenA is truth tablePX-reducible
to B.
Theorem 6 (No reduction from 2-CARD2 to BOTTOM2). There is an A ∈ P[2-CARD2]
that is not Turing PEXP-reducible to any B ∈ EXP[BOTTOM2].
Proof. By Fact 11, P[2-CARD2] contains EXP-bi-immune languages. But by combining
Theorem 5 and Fact 12 the closure of EXP[BOTTOM2] under Turing PEXP-reductions does
not contain EXP-bi-immune languages. 
4.3. Non-reducibility due to upward-translation and closure-properties
Now we turn to negative results for the families BOTTOM2 and SEL2. Lemma 2 provides
a general tool to show 1-tt non-reducibility results. Proposition 1 states that this tool is
applicable to BOTTOM2 and SEL2. This implies Theorem 7.
Theorem 7 (No reduction from BOTTOM2 to SEL2 ∪ {xor2}). There are languages in
P[BOTTOM2] which are not 1-tt PEXP-reducible to any set in EXP[SEL2 ∪ {xor2}].
Lemma 2 (Upward translation and closure under bit-ﬂip). Let D1, D2 be k-families in
normal form, mk, and D1m 〈D2m〉ﬂip. Then there is an A ∈ P[D1] which is not
1-tt PEXP-reducible to any B ∈ EXP[D2].
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Proof. Let D1 and D2 be given as above. Fact 6(2) yields P[D1m] = P[D1] and
EXP[D2m] = EXP[D2]. We know that EXP[〈D2m〉ﬂip] is closed under 1-tt EXP-
reduction (Fact 6(3)).
Because D1m 	⊆ 〈D2m〉ﬂip, by Fact 3(3) there exists an A ∈ P[D1m] which is not
a member of EXP[〈D2m〉ﬂip]. It follows that A is not 1-tt PEXP-reducible to any member
of EXP[〈D2m〉ﬂip]. 
Proposition 1. Let BOTTOM3 := BOTTOM23 and SEL3 := SEL22. Then BOTTOM3 is
not contained in 〈SEL3〉ﬂip.
Proof. The pool bottom3 = {b | |b| = 3, #1(b)1} is a pool of BOTTOM3. SEL3 is gener-
ated by the pool sel3 := {000, 001, 011, 111}. But sel3 cannot be transformed to bottom3
by bitﬂip operations. 
5. Conclusion and open problems
We have achieved one-query reducibility or non-reducibility results for all pairs of 2-
families, for which there was no such result known up to now. Fig. 2 below gives an
overview on the known and new results. We think that to establish a positive result in each
case one query is sufﬁcient because we only treat the casem = 2. We expect that for larger
m in general it will not sufﬁce to look for one-query reductions. There may be pairs of m-
families forwhich there is a bounded query reducibility but the reduction requires up tom−1
queries. An example supporting this intuition is the following: The one-query reducibility
from CHEAT2 to SEL2 (from [6]) can be generalized to a reducibility from CHEATk to SEL2
using m− 1 queries (see [3]). But one can show that one query at least is not sufﬁcient for
such reductions.
Our positive results differ with respect to the resource bounds used for the partial in-
formation algorithm and for the reduction. In light of the result of [6] it may be possible
in some cases to get rid of the PH oracle for the reduction or for the partial information
algorithm but we do not expect that one can do completely without an oracle from PH.
One should try to achieve results for more general reductions but it is open for which
pairs of families and which type of reducibility this can be done.
Unfortunately, the sufﬁcient condition for the non-existence of a one query reducibility
given in Lemma 2 is not necessary. The families 2-CARD2 and BOTTOM2 provide a counter
example. Therefore, the search for (hopefully easy) combinatorial criteria to decide the
existence or non-existence of reducibilities between partial information classes even for the
case of one query reductions has to go on. As mentioned above we think that our positive
results are somewhat special in the sense that they can do with oracles from low levels
of PH. This may explain why it does not seem to be possible to derive a combinatorial
criterion for the existence or non-existence of reducibilities from the reducibilities treated
in this paper. We think that looking at more general results for casesm > 2 may give some
more insight on this question.
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Fig. 2. If two familiesD1,D2 are grouped together by an encircling line, the languages in EXP[D1] are reducible
to languages in EXP[D2], and vice versa. An arrowmarked with C fromD1 toD2 means that languages in P[D1]
are 1-tt PC -reducible to languages in PC [D2]. A crossed out arrow fromD1 toD2 means that there are languages
in P[D1] which are not 1-tt PEXP-reducible to languages in EXP[D2]. See Section 3 to ﬁnd out in which cases
1-tt can be improved to btt or Turing reductions.Solid arrows stand for new, dashed arrows for previously known
results.
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